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In this paper we consider the Cauchy problem 
aP 3PU 
x+z=o, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
in the half-plane p > 0. Using the result of [J. DiPerna, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 26 
(1973), l-28] and applying the method proposed in [J. DiPerna, Arch. Rational 
Mech. Anal. 52 (1973), 244-2571, we have proved the following existence theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let the initial data (p,,(x), uO(x)) have bounded total variation 
and 0 < p < pO(x) < p < co. Then there exists a global weak solution @(x, t), 
u(x, t)) 07 (l.l), (1.2) with bounded total variation on each line t = const. > 0 
provided 
const. 
TVZ,(x) + TVW,(x) Q - lim pO(x)+ ‘)‘2 
l-y x-rm 
where the constant depends only on the system (l.l), Z = u + (K/t?)p-“, 
W = u - (K//I)p-’ (I? = $(I - y)) are the classical Riemann invariants of (l.l), 
and Z,(x) = udx) + VW) P&F’, Wdx) = Q(X) - VWP&Y’. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider 2 x 2 systems of equations 
au m4 VI = o 
at+ ax 
au wh u) = o 
zi+ ax -co<x<oo,t>o, 
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under the assumption that f, g are C* smooth and, in addition, they satisfy 
the usual assumption 
(4 f, . g, + 0, 
(b) yi . Vii > 0 (i = 1,2), 
(C) li . d2F(yj9 Yj) # 0 (i #j, i = 19 2)~ 
where yi is the right and li the left eigenvector corresponding to characteristic 
root Ai (i = 1,2), normalized by the condition yi . Ii > 0. 
Here (a) expresses trong hyperbolicity, (b) is Lax’s genuinely nonlinear 
condition [ 11, and (c) is the Smoller-Johnson [2] convexity condition. 
Under the above assumption, systems (1.1) are naturally classified into 
four classes, namely, 
(1) Class I: li . d2F(rj, rj) > 0 (i,j = 1,2, i #j), 
(2) Class II: li . d2F(rj, rj) < 0 (i,j = 1,2, i Zj), 
(3) Class III: 1, . d*F(r,, r2) > 0, I, + d*F(r,, r,) -c 0, 
(4) Class IV: I, . d*F(r,, r2) < 0, I, - d*F(r,, r,) > 0. 
Here F denotes the map (u, u) + (f, g), and d*F(r,, rj) denote the second 
Frechet differentials of F (j = 1,2). Class I has been studied by many 
mathematicians. One of its members is the system of gas dynamics 
au a 
at+axv-y=o, 
av au ---= 
at ax 
0. 
We do not know whether there are any systems in Class III or IV, but there 
are systems in Class II, an example being 
K2 
(1.2) 
-ppY-’ 
Y-l 
-co<x<co, t>O(-1 <y<3,K>O) 
On the half-plane p > 0. 
There are some essential differences between Class I and Class II. For 
example, for systems of Class II, the interaction of two shock waves of the 
same kind will give rise to a shock wave of the opposite kind, and the 
interaction of a shock and rarefaction wave of the same kind will give rise to 
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a rarefaction wave of the opposite kind. These interactions are essentially 
different from the laws of wave interaction in gas dynamics. 
DiPerna [3] has discussed a sub-class of Class II, characterized by 
restrictions on the global geometry in the plane of a pair of Riemann 
invariants z, w of the shock curves for the system. A statement of these 
restrictions is given in Section 2. This sub-class contains, for example, 
system (1.2), with ] < y < 3 but it does not contain the case - 1 < y < ] for 
the above system (see [6]). Using the Glimm difference scheme [4], DiPerna 
has established the existence of global solutions of the Cauchy problems, 
with bounded measurable initial data, for systems in this sub-class, C.Z. Li 
and L. Hsiao [6] have studied some special initial value problems for 
systems of Class II which include all kinds of interactions of elementary 
waves. 
In this paper we consider the Cauchy problem of (1.2) with - 1 < y < ], 
that is, the initial value problem 
8P 8PU z+x=o 
au a 1 K2 
(1.3) 
at+& ++- 
( y-1p 
Y-1 =o 
) 
--a) < x < 00, 10, (-I < y < I), 
(: ),=,= (:::;) (l-4) 
in the half-plane p > 0. 
It is well-known that the Cauchy problem (1.3), (1.4) does not generally 
have a global smooth solution. Thus we define, as usual, weak solutions for 
this problem in the sense of distributions, that is, pairs of bounded 
measurable functions @(x, t), u(x, t)) defined in the upper half-plane 
(t > 0, 1x1 < co) which satisfy 
II I>o [ilrP+41xP~l~x~~+f= fmO)P&)~=O~ -cc 
j->o [&u+& (~u'+~~~-')]dXdf+~~~~(x,O)~o(x)dx 
(1.5) 
co 
for any di(x, t) E Ci(t > 0) (i = 1,2). 
Our main result is the following existence theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let the initial data (pO(x), u,,(x)) have bounded total 
variation and 0 < p ( p,(x) < p < 00. Then there exists a global generalized 
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solution @(x, t), 24(x, t)) of (1.3), (1.4) with bounded total variation on each 
line t = const > 0 provided 
TV Z,(x) + TVw,(x) < EEt- lim p~y-1)‘2(x). 
1-yxylo 
Here, the constant depends only on the system (1.3), Z = u + (K//3)p-‘, 
w=u-(K/&+, @=+(I -y)) are the classical Riemann invariants of 
(1.3), and Z,(x) = u,(x) + VW d(x), w,(x) = uo(x) - W/P) P,“(X). 
Theorem 1 is proved by using a result of [3] and applying the method 
proposed in [5]. That is, as in [5], we show that there exists a map 
p (Z WI + V(Z>~ v(w)) so that the shock curves of (1.3) satisfy the 
conditions of [3], when expressed in terms of new Riemann invariants 
Z’ =4(z), w’ = v(w). Making use of the results of [3], Theorem 1 is 
obtained. The construction of T will be discussed in Section 3 and the proof 
of Theorem 1 will be given in Section 4. In this paper we use the same 
notation and terminology as in [ 31 and [ 51. 
The author is grateful to Professor C. Dafermos for stimulating 
discussions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We now state the existence theorem of [3]. Consider a class of strictly 
hyperbolic and genuinely nonlinear systems of the form (1.1) denoted in [3] 
by X’, which has the following five properties: 
(Al) There exists a globally defined coordinate system which consists 
of Riemann invariants, i.e., there exists a pair of functions Z = Z(u, v), 
W = W(u, V), which maps the (u, v) plane onto the (Z, W) plane and 
satisfies 
r2. VZ=r,. VW=O, r, . VZ > 0, r2 . VW > 0. 
(A2) In the (Z, W) plane the right and. left shock curves of the tirst 
and second kinds, with initial point (Z,, W,,), are given by functions 
Z=R,(W;Z,, Wc,), w,< w<oo, 
Z=L,(w;Z,, W,), w,> w>-co, 
Z=R,(W;Z,, Wt,), w,> w>--ao, 
z = ww; z,, W,), w,< w<ao, 
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which satisfy 
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-CO<g$<-1, -C+<-I, 
(2-l) 
-l<~<O, -I<g$<O, 
(A3) Any vector U= (“y) which satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot 
condition with 
must lie on one of the four shock curves with initial point U,. 
(A4) If Z, = R,( IV,; Z,, IV,), then Ri( W, Z,, W,) < Li( W, Z,, IV,) for 
WE 1 W,, W,] (i = 2) or WE [W,, Wr] (i = 1). (Figure 1.) We set 
Q(Z,, W,,) = ((Z, W): Z Q Z,, W> Wo}, 
and let Af = If-f01 for any f=f(Z, ?V) withf, =f(Z,, W,). 
FIGURE 1 
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(A5) Let (ZA, I+‘;) E Q(Zo, W,). Then 
ifZ=R,(W,Z,,W,,), Z’=R,(W’;Zt,,W;)andAZ’=AZ, 
we have 
AW’<AW, (2.3) 
ifZ=L,(W,Z,, W,,),Z’=L,(W’;Z;, WA) and AW’=AW, we have 
AZ’ <AZ (Fig. 2). (2.4) 
We give here a geometric interpretation of (A5). Roughly, (A5) states that 
under translation of the initial point from (Z,, W,) to (ZI,, WA) E Q(Z,, W,,) 
a shock curve of the first kind is brought closer to the vertical and a shock 
curve of the second kind is brought closer to the horizontal. In other words, 
(A5) implies that the nonlinear coupling in systems of Class X becomes 
weaker as the shock curves are moved into the invariant quadrant Q. 
Therefore, (A5) is similar to N. S. Bakhvarov’s condition r [7]. 
In [3] the following theorem has been proved: 
AW 
h 
5 
AW' 
- w 
FIGURE 2 
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THEOREM 2. Let a system of the form (1.1) be in Class X. Suppose 
TVU,(x) < 00. Then there exists a weak solution U(x, t) of the Cauchy 
problem for this system, with initial values U,,(x), and 
llZllm + II WII, + TVZ(t) + TVW(t) < K = Const., 
where Z = Z(U(x, t)), W = W(U(x, t)), and K depends only on U,(x), 
TVU,(x) and the system. 
Remark 1. If properties A i, i = 1, 2..., 5, hold only for certain domain G, 
then the existence of solution follows as in Theorem 2, provided the initial 
data as well as the Glimm difference approximations U,,(x, t) (h > 0) are in 
G. In this paper we apply Theorem 2 only in such a case. 
Remark 2. Condition (2.2) is only used in the proof of solvability of the 
Riemann problem and in the estimation of boundedness ]y -y, ]/] cr - ao] 
along shock curves of the first and second kind. 
The solvability of the Riemann problems for (1.3) has been proved in [6] 
and we shall estimate below the boundedness of ] y - ~,,]/]a - uO] along 
shock curves without (2.2), so we do not need (2.2) to prove Theorem 1. 
Therefore, in this paper (A2) only means condition (2.1). 
3. THE MAPPING THEOREM 
In this section our aim is to construct a map and study its properties. To 
this end, we first perform some calculations on system 
(l-3) 
--co <x< m,t>O, 
(-I<y<I,K>O) 
in the half-plane p > 0. 
Let /I = t(l - y). Then the characteristic speeds of (1.3) are 
1, = u - Kp -4, I, = u + Kp-‘. The classical Riemann invariants are given 
by 
z=u++, P WEu-Kp-“. P 
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Eliminating S between the R-H relations 
w -Po) = UP - UOPO 
S(u-u,)= +u2+- ( 
KZ v-1 1 K2 
y-P 
--+--- V-l 
2 y-P * ) 
We obtain 
T2 @, ~0). (3-l) 
Under the change of coordinates a=W+Z,Y=W-2, i.e., 
u = 224, Y = - 2(KIp)p-‘, the shock curves are given by 
u = R *(Yi 009 Yo> =co - 9(Y, Yo), o> Y>Yo, 
0 = R20; 009 Yo) = 00 - d(Y9 Yoh 0 > Y, > Y, 
0 = LAYi 009 Yo) = 00 -#(Y, Yo), 0 > Yo z Y; 
(3.2) 
0 = J520; 009 Yo) = 00 - 9(Y, Yoh o> Y> Yo, 
where 
and $(Y~ yo) > 0. 
The following proposition has been proved in [6]. 
PROPOSITION 1. In terms of a pair of classical Riemann invariants W, 
Z, the system (1.3) satisfies conditions (Al) through (A4) in Section 2, and 
the shock curves have the starlike property. However, (1.3) does not satisfy 
(A0 
Now we define T(a, 0): (Z, w) --* (Z’, w’) by 
Z’=exp /213(Z--+)1-l, 
w/=1-exp I--20(w-+)I, 0>0, 
(3.3) 
The choice of a and 8 will be finalized later. 
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Let u’ = w’ + Z’, y’ = )9’ - Z’, then we may visuabze T as a map of the 
(a, y) plane given by 
~~=exp{8(u-u-y)}-exP{-~(c-~+Y)1 
y’=2-(exp{t9(u-a-y)}+exp{-~(c-c+Y)J)~ (3.4) 
In discussing T we shall say that a shock curve (3.2) lies in a region D if y 
is restricted so that (a, y) (a = R, or Li) lies in D. We shall denote a region 
of the form 
IGLY): IO - al Q fik IYLY < 0) 
by Wa, k), that is, W(u, k) = {(u, y): (u - a ( Q \/Sk ( y I, y < 01. 
We can now state the mapping theorem. 
THEOREM 3. There exist constants k, > 0, C,, C,(k), depending on 
system (1.3), so that T(u, 8), defined by (3.3) or (3.4), maps the shock curves 
of (1.3) in W(u, k)n {C,/e < I yl < C,(k)/B} onto the shock curves which 
satisfy Ai, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, in the (Z’, w’)plunefor 0 < k < k,. Furthermore, 
limk+, C,(k) = 00. 
In order to prove Theorem 3, some properties of the geometry of the shock 
curves of (1.3) will be used. 
LEMMA 1. Condition (A2) is equivalent o the requirement that 
-I< 
Z’L, aR, 8R, aL2 
--<o,o<-- 
3Y 8Y 
ay ay < I fw*h. (3.5) 
Proof. It follows immediately from the definition of u and y. 
LEMMA 2. The image of u shock curve u = R,( y, uu, y,,) (or u = L,(y; 
uO, y,)), i = 1, 2, under T(u, 0) satisfies (A2) if 
(3.6) 
Proof. It follows by making use of the above-mentioned Proposition 1 
and Lemma 1, and using an argument similar to that in Lemma 3.7 of [5]. 
We therefore omit the details. 
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LEMMA 3. There exists a constant M(k), independent of a, with the 
property that 
aR, 
I I - >M(k)>O, 
x2 
ay I I ay >“(k)>09 
ifR 1, L, lie in W(a, k) and k is small. Furthermore, lim,, M(k) = 1. 
ProoJ We have from (3.2) that 
u-uo= B(y’ _ y;) (-YP - (-YOY 
(-yp + (-Yip 
for L,, 
- $I($ -yi) ~~$~: 5 ~~~“~~~~ for R 1. 
0 
Hence 
l~--ol=~IYoI J[ (-$--* - l] ;;;;:;;; ; for R, and L,. (3.9) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Now fix uo, y,, and define E, 6 by 
u-uo=6yo, Y = &Yo. 
Then it follows from (3.2) that 0 < E < 1, for L, and R,, and from (3.8) that 
6 = - fid(E2 - 1)(&‘/b - l)/(&“D + 1) for L, 
= fi,/(e* - l)(~‘/~ - I)/(E”~ + 1) for R, 
(3.10) 
Moreover, a calculation shows that 
(3.11) 
hence 
limaa= 
r+l ay 1 (a = L,) 
=- 1 (u=Rl) 
(3.12) 
Now we suppose R, and L, lie in W(a, k). Then it follows from (3.9) that 
&?I y,l[(e* - l)(~‘/~ - l)/(~‘/~ + l)]“* = 16 -uo( = 1~7 -a - (u, -a)\ 
< @k(l YI + Idol) = fik(l + ~1 lyol 
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so that 
(&* - l)(&“D - l)/(E”B + 1) ~ k 
I+& 
(3.13) 
Assume that 0 < M < l/,8 < A4 + 1, with M an integer, then 
(1-&)(1+&+~**+&~)=1-&~+‘>1-&“~~1-&~ 
=(l-&)(l+&+~**+&~-l). (3.14) 
And we obtain from (3.13), (3.14) that 
lvE<\/l+Emk<fik 
‘\/l&E+ .** +EM 
1 
E=E(k)>I-j/Q>0 (if k < l/\/z>. 
(3.15) 
Moreover, it follows from (3.1 l), (3.14) that 
aa 
I I 
1 E2(l -Ey + (1 - E2)(l/P) &“4 > min 
& =Pm (El’4 + 1)2(1 -&) & I I 
aa = M(k) 
’ r(k)<r<l ay 
1 I/* = min 
dk)<c<l IL ((1 + E)(l - P))/@(l + F)(l -E)) I 
x [ 
&(l + &“4) w-w + 6) 
(1 + E1’fi)(l + E) + (1 + &“4)2 & II 
I.e., 
505/45/1-7 
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. . Furthermore, since lim,, E (k) = 1 (see (3.15)), so 
(see(3.12)). 
The proof of Lemma 3 is complete. Next, we shall discuss those aspects of 
the geometry of the chock curves of (1.3) relating to the requirement that 
their images under T satisfy (A5). 
Let 4 and f be real-valued functions of a real variable and let [a b] denote 
a closed interval on the real line. 
We define 
and shall say that 4 expands a family of intervals K(y) = [y - f(y), y] as y 
decreases if the length of #K(y) is a decreasing function of y. 
LEMMA 4. There exist constants k, > 0, C,, c,(k), depending on the 
system (1.3), such that T(u, 19) maps R, and L, in 
W(u, k) n {Cl/f9 < ly 1 ( e,(k)/B} onto shock curues which satisfy (A5) in 
the (Z’, W’) plane ifk < k,. Also, lim,, c,(k) = co. 
Proof: Let 
S(Y, E) = & - d(Y, 6) 
1 
(-(y + #lb - (-y)'/b 10 
= & - P[(Y + 4* -Y’l (-(y + E))1//3 + (-y)l/4 
I 
* 
Geometrically, it is clear from (3.2) that the images of R, and L, satisfy 
(A5) under T(u, 0) if and only if 
#(Z;u,O)=exp 128 (Z-t) I- 1 
and v(W,a,@)= 1 - exp{ -2O( W - (u/2))} expand the family of intervals 
Z(y, E) = [ y + E - S(y), y + E] as y decreases. It is easy to see that these 
conditions are indeed satisfied provided that exp{--8y} expands the family of 
intervals K( y, E) = [ y - S(y, E), y], as y decreases. 
If L, and R i are in W(u, k), it is not difficult to show E < fl) y 1 for 
k < k,( < l/G). 
Therefore, to prove the lemma we need only find constants k, > 0, 
C,, C,(k) (k < k,) such that exp{-6y} expands the family of intervals 
K(y,;)= [Y--s(Y,&hYl as y decreases when C,/B ( ] y ] < C,(k)/@, 
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FIGURE 3 
E <fik ( y (. The expansion of K(y, E) by exp{ -@} follows directly from the 
following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2. exp{ -@} 
[ y - S( y, E), y ] as y decreases 
and 
expands the family of intervals K( y, E) = 
if 
(3.16) 
s.egl. (3.17) 
Pro& First, from ‘a straightforward calculation it follows that 
S(y, E) > 0 and LS/ay > 0. Noting y < 0, we have 
exp{-es) = 1 -es + (l/2) exp{-&IS) . e*s* to<<< 1) 
< i - es + few 
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Therefore, we obtain from (3.16) and (3.17) that 
=l-ss+jes 
> 1 -eS+~e2S2 
> exp{-BS}. (3.18) 
It now follows from (3.18) that 
-$ {exp(--8(y - S)j - exp{--8y}} =exp{-ByI [ 1 - (1-z) exp{BS)] 
< 0. 
The proof of this proposition is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3. There exist constants k, > 0, C,, C,(k), depending only 
on the system (1.3), such that (3.16) and 13.17) are valid if 
Proof. Setting E = (r - 1) y (0 < r < l), we obtain by a straightforward 
calculation that 
[ 
@--1)+\/B 1 
T’lD 112 - 1 
s(YY&)=Y (5*-l) *,,Ofl 1 1 = Yf, (? P) > 09 
=.txG P> > 0. 
It is not difficult to show that for each p the functions fi(t, p) and f2(r, /I) 
have exactly third order zeroes at r = 1 (E = 0). Therefore, there exist 
constants k,, C, , c,(k) such that 
() ISI i 
f2 <c, 
1 ’ 2 (3.19) 
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and 
(ii) If,l<CiIr- li’(C;(JZk)‘=-& (3.20) 
1 
for l--<<~,thatis,&=(Z-l)y~\/ZkIyI (k<k,). 
It now follows from (3.19) that 
3SPY aSPY fi c, 0 
S =fiv=fjp 2lyl “T ( 
iflyl>+ , 
1 
and from (3.20) that 
i.e., (3.16) and (3.17) are valid and lim,, C,(k) = co. Proposition 3 has 
been proved and thus Lemma 4 has also been proved. 
Combining the previous lemmas, we now prove the mapping Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 3. First, the validity of (Al), (A3), (A4) in the 
(Z’, IV’) plane follows from Proposition 1 and from the fact that T(a, 0) is 
one to one. 
Next we fix a and we let 0 < k < 1. Setting 
C;(k) = 1 
vm 
log 1 + Wk) 
1 - M(k) ’ 
where M(k) is the constant in Lemma 3, it follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 
that the image of a shock curve in 
satisfies (A5). Also lit+, C;(k) = 03, Since lim,, M(k) = 1. 
Let C,(k) = mim(C,(k), C;(k)). Then from Lemma 4 and the above, 
deduce that the images of shock curves in 
w(a,K)n +< IYI <T 
I 
C,(k) 
I 
under T(a, 0) satisfy (A2) and (A5) for k < k,, where k, is the constant in 
Lemma 4 and lim,,, C,(k) = 03. Theorem 3 has been proved. 
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4. THE EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we need an additional lemma. Put 
We have 
LEMMA 5. Let C, and C,(k) be the constants given by Theorem 3. Then 
there exist constants d, and d,(k), independent of a and 0, such that for 
small k 
T-‘(a, 0)[ W’(0, k)n {d, < 1 y’l < d,(k)}] c W(a, k)n 
C,(k) 
% < 1 Y I < 7 
I 
for all a and 8. 
ProoJ Let o’ = f P( y’) be the images of u = f @ky(y < b), respec- 
tively. Recalling (3.4), we obtain from a straightforward calculation that 
(i) P(0) = 0, (4.1) 
(ii) P’(0) = @k, (4.2) 
(iii) P”(y’) < 0. (4.3) 
Using an argument similar to that in Lemma 3.23 of [3], it follows from 
(4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) that 
T(a, 19) W(a, k) 3 W’(0, k) for 8 > 0,O < k < I, 
and for sufficiently small k we have 
T[W(a,k)n j~<lyl<~l]~W’(o,k)nld,<ly~l<d,(k)J 
if d, and d,(k) are chosen to satisfy jlog(1 +d,)=C,, 
f log(dg(k) + 2) = C,(k). This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider initial data b,,(x), u,(x)) with finite total 
variation. Let a = limx+ uO(x), p = limx+oo y&). Choose k sufficiently small 
so that Theorem 3 and Lemma 5 hold with constants C,, C,(k), d,, d,(k). 
Let 
e+og ) (1 +$)(I +F) l/Y. 
We shall apply Remark 1 after Theorem 2, in the variables 
(Z’, W’) = T(a, B)(Z, W). By Theorem 3, T(a, 0) maps the shock curves of 
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(1.3) in 
H= w(a,k)n +IYI ~7 I 
C*(k) 
I 
onto shock curves which satisfy (Al) through (A5) in the (Z’, W’) plane. 
Therefore, to prove Theorem 1 we must only show that there exists a 
constant N such that if 
TVZ, + TVW, < NI jl (4.4) 
then the Glimm difference approximations U, = &(x, t), uk(x, I)) 
corresponding to initial data b,,(x), U,,(X)) lie in H for all x and t (in the 
sense that (Z(U,), W&l,)) E H). It then follows from [3] that the functional 
F(J) = s I b4lL where [o;] = the jump of Z’(U,) + W’(U,) 
J 
across shock waves which intersect J, decreases as a function of t, a 
condition which is sufficient for existence of the generalized solution of the 
Cauchy problem for (1.3). 
In fact, we have 
DVu; < F(0) < TV& + TVW;. (4.5) 
We now suppose that (Z’(U,,), W’(U,)) lie in H’ = W’(0, k)n 
{d, < I y’l < d,(k)}. Since limIarlN (bl,]/[ai])= 1 along R, and L,, and H’ 
is a bounded region, there is a constant k such that 
L!!d<, 
b41 ’
along L, and R , , 
where [ J$,] = the jump of yl, = W’(U,,) - Z’(U,,). 
Therefore, we obtain that 
(4-e) 
TVZ;, + TVW; < 2DVZ;, + 2DVW;, + (TVZ; + TVW;) 
<25 [&1+2x [W;]+TVZ;+TVW; 
I I 
925 [4+2x [r;]+TVZ;-tTVW: (4.7) 
I I 
< 2( 1 + K) F(0) + TVZ; + TVW; 
< (3 + 2K)(TVZ; + TVW;), 
where C, is taken over shock waves at time t. 
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It is well known that the existence follows from (4.7). In order to 
determine N, Let r(a, 19) (a, 7) = P and let B be the sphere of radius S 
centered at P which has the following property: when initial data are in B, 
the solution of the Riemann problem is in H’ = W’(0, k)n 
(d, < 1 y’l ( d,(k)}. (It is clear that B c H’.) 
Now, let D = S/(3 + 2K). If the initial data satisfy 
TVZ; + TVW; < D, (4.8) 
then (ZA, WA) lie in B for all time by virtue of (4.7) and by account of the 
property that the functional F(J) is decreasing. 
From (3.4), it follows that 
TVZ; + TVW; < BM(TVZ, + TVW,), 
where A4 = 2 sup,{]Z’ + 1 ] + ] W’ - 1 I). Hence, the difference approx- 
imations U, lie in H = W(a, k) n { C,/O ( 1 y ] < C,(k)/B} for all x and t if 
TVZ, + TVW, < 2D7/M log [ 1 + d,/2)( 1 + d,(k)/2)]. 
Therefore, we choose N = 2Dp/M log [ (1 + d,/2)( 1 + d,/2)] and Theorem 1 
is proved. 
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